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I
La dernière pensée de Weber by Karl Reissiger, arranged by Leopold Meignen
Philadelphia: Fiot, [1840–55]. Plate 196
Soundboard 5, no. 2 (May, 1978): 48–49

In the GFA edition of Carulli’s Fantaisie sur La dernière pensée musicale de C. M.
de [sic!] Weber, I referred to the fact that the well-known piano solo Weber’s Last
Thought was actually written by one Karl Gottlieb Reissiger (1791–1859) and not by
Weber as is commonly thought. By way of a footnote to that edition, readers might be
interested in hearing how Reissiger’s little waltz came to be credited to the composer
of Der Freischütz. As Nicolas Slonimsky tells the story in his entertaining A Thing or
Two About Music,1 Weber went to England early in 1826 to supervise the premiere of
his opera Oberon. Shortly before his departure, Reissiger gave him a manuscript copy
of one of his waltzes which had been published two years previously. Weber died in
London in June of 1826 and the manuscript was found among his effects. It was later
published as being The Last Thought of Weber, although the score was obviously not
in Weber’s hand. It was only many years later, when Reissiger had succeeded Weber
as Dresden Kapellmeister, that the matter was brought to his attention. Reissiger was
able to produce a copy of the 1824 edition and prove the waltz as his own. Nevertheless,
Weber’s association has stuck with it to this day.
Reissiger’s little waltz was the subject of countless arrangements in the last century—among them this straightforward transcription made by the Philadelphia
musician Leopold Meignen (1793–1873). No date appears in the music, but from the
publisher’s address, it can be dated between 1840 and 1855. Meignen was perhaps the
most active guitar composer and arranger in the United States before the Civil War.
His earliest guitar arrangements (primarily song accompaniments) date from the late
1820s. From 1835 until 1839, he published music in partnership with Augustus Fiot of
1 Nicolas Slonimsky, A Thing or Two About Music (New York: Allen, Towne & Heath, 1948).
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Philadelphia, the latter being a publisher who included much European guitar music
in his lists. Later, each continued to publish music on his own. Meignen was the author of several elementary books on singing and composed a number of guitar solos,
some of considerable interest. His music career can be traced until 1859, when he was
last listed in the Philadelphia Directory as a “Teacher of Music” at 330 Walnut Street.
Meignen arranged piano music for amateur consumption and was the composer of
a “dramatic cantata,” The Deluge (presumably about Noah’s Flood), performed in 1856.
He was also an orchestra conductor of some note and for several years directed the
Musical Fund Society, the predecessor of the Philadelphia Orchestra. He is credited
with giving one of the earliest Philadelphia performances of a complete Beethoven
symphony, when in May of 1846 he scheduled a performance of the Second Symphony.
It appears that even at that late date, Beethoven was still considered rather heady
fare for Philadelphia audiences: the four movements were not played as a unit, but
divided by songs and other lighter material to give the listeners a breather. I doubt
that Eugene Ormandy would have approved!
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II
A Collection of Admired Cotillions by Francis Blantchor
Philadelphia: Willig, early 1800s
Soundboard 7, no. 3 (August, 1980): 121–23

The guitar repertoire is unusually rich in dance music, and an interesting
social history could perhaps be written based upon this one theme. The variety is as
impressive as the bulk; one thinks of the Milán pavanas, perhaps, or de Visée’s solemn
allemandes. Sor’s minuets are noteworthy for their rich textures, and what student
has not learned at least one of Tárrega’s mazurkas? Falla’s important Homenaje is
based on a habanera rhythm, and composers as varied as Barrios and Brouwer have
been influenced by the dances of Latin America.
The great dance of the nineteenth century was the waltz. The waltz developed
in Vienna out of the earlier ländler (“the thing from the country”) and by 1800 was
an Austrian craze. The word derives from the German walzen, literally, “revolving.”
The waltz was much slower in catching on elsewhere. It was frowned on by dancing
masters and “polite” society and was not accepted in England before 1812. It was
prohibited at the German court of Wilhelm II as being “intoxicating.” This slow
acceptance is explained in part by the fact that the waltz was among the first dances
in which a couple embraced each other at close range; totally unacceptable behavior
in closely guarded Victorian society!
Much more respectable was the cotillion, which was in vogue just before the waltz
conquered all. This dance remained popular in England and America until the 1830s.
A Treatise on Dancing, published in Boston in 1802, describes cotillions as “well known
brisk dances, in which eight persons are employed.”1 It is of French origin “and is
to them, what country dancing is to us.” The anonymous author of the 1802 treatise
has a great deal to say about deportment; indeed there are ten words about social
behavior for every one about dancing itself. It is little wonder, then, that the waltz is
not mentioned once. The main attributes of the gentlemen should be “modesty and
assurance”; for a lady, “virtue and decency” without “the least transgression against
that rule of life, called decorum.”
It is unclear how much solo guitar dance music was actually meant to be danced
to. The voice of the guitar is rather small for the ballroom with eight, sixteen, or even
more dancers on the floor. Usually, guitar dance music is assumed to imitate the spirit
of the dance but removed to a setting in a salon or private chamber. In the present
set of cotillions “partly composed” by Francis Blantchor, however, it will be seen that
the actual steps of the dance are printed directly below the music. I know of no other

1 Saltator [pseud.], A Treatise on Dancing, and on Various Other Matters Which Are Connected
with That Accomplishment and Which Are Requisite to Make Youth Well Received, and Regulate
Their Behavior in Company: Together with a Full Description of Dancing in General—Lessons,
Steps, Figures, &c (Boston: from the Press of the Commercial Gazette, 1802).
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guitar print that ties the dance so closely to the music. Blantchor was a guitarist and
teacher active in Philadelphia in the 1820s and 30s during an era of great guitar activity
in that city. Francis Weiland, Leopold Meignen, Adolf Schmitz, and John B. Lhulier
were among other Philadelphia musicians making guitar arrangements at this time.
The Treatise on Dancing gives these rather vague instructions about cotillions:
The Figures of Cotillions, consist of two parts, the one is termed the change, the other
the figure. There are ten changes, which are the same in all regular cotillions, but each
cotillion has a different figure, which is performed between every change, and once
after the last change. In every cotillion, its figure is performed ten times. In learning
cotillions, it is necessary to walk over the changes, four or five times, until the choir,
or set understand them perfectly; then the figure in the same manner.

We conclude with the definitions of some of the terms used by Blantchor. Balancez
is “a kind of address” made up of five forward and five backwards steps. Chassez is the
“side flight composed of five movements, to the right or left on a line.” To promenade
“is to lead with one hand, or both hands, a lady from one place to another, or round
any member of the choir.” No doubt this would all be made clearer once one had
seen it done.
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III
Waltzes nos. 1 and 2 by J. B. Coupa
New York: John F. Nunns, 1843
Soundboard 12, no. 1 (1985), 53–57

Some ten years ago, while preparing an anthology of American guitar music, I
ran across a set of variations published in New York in 1843 by a certain J. B. Coupa.
The name was new to me, but the music struck me as being much more sophisticated than most of the guitar music being published on this side of the Atlantic at
the time. Since then I have discovered perhaps another half-dozen pieces by Coupa,
the majority of which seem to confirm that he was one of the best American guitar
composers working before the Civil War.
Most of what little is presently known about John B. Coupa relates to his association with the celebrated German-American guitar maker C. F. Martin. The Roy
Acuff Museum in Nashville, Tennessee owns an early Martin guitar bearing a label
that reads:
Martin & Coupa
Guitar Manufacturers
385 Broadway
up Stairs
New York

A picture of this rare instrument appears in Tom Wheeler’s book American Guitars.1
The Broadway address turns out to be the location of Coupa’s studio, according to
contemporary New York City directories, which also tell us that the firm of Martin
and Coupa was registered in 1840. This was the year after Martin moved the site of
his business from New York to Pennsylvania, and Mike Longworth speculates that
Coupa served as Martin’s New York agent, as had others before and since.2 Longworth
also reproduces an advertisement from C. A. Joebish & Sons, Martin distributors
until 1898, which refers to Coupa as a “Professor of the Guitar” and (together with
Madame De Goni, William Schubert, S. De la Cova, Charles de Janon and H[enry]
Worrall) as among the “best soloists known.” Coupa compiled an Instruction Book
for the Guitar (a copy, possibly incomplete, is owned by the Boston Public Library),
which was published in Boston by Coupa himself and was probably intended for
his own students. An illustration in this book refers to a sequel, but no such volume
is known today. Among Coupa’s compositions are the aforementioned theme and
variations, a serenade, a selection of “Gems from Norma,” and a set of seven waltzes,
of which I have seen only the first, second, third, and seventh. The first two of these

1 Tom Wheeler, American Guitars: An Illustrated History (New York: Harper & Row, 1982), 251
2 Mike Longworth, Martin Guitars: A History (Cedar Knolls, NJ: Colonial Press, 1975).
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waltzes are reproduced here. They carry an 1843 copyright date and were originally
published by John F. Nunns in New York. They were also released (using the same
plates) by W. C. Peters in Cincinnati.3 In 1866, Peters’s son, J. L. Peters, published
seven Coupa waltzes under the general title Roseland. The dances are given such
titles as “Damask Rose Waltz,” “Moss Rose Waltz,” and “China Rose Waltz.” I have
not seen enough of them to ascertain if they are the same pieces as Nunns’s, but I
rather suspect they are. They remained in print until at least the 1870s.
Little needs to be said about the music itself. The harmony is reminiscent of Sor,
including a fondness for strings of secondary dominants. A B natural is missing in
the middle section of Waltz I (tenth measure from the end).

3 For this reprint, we have used the facsimiles in the International Music Score Library Project
(IMSLP) / Petrucci Music Library, https://imslp.org/wiki/Category:Coupa%2C_John_B.
The original article in Soundboard showed the Peters reprint.
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IV
Shaker’s Dance by William O. Bateman

St. Louis: A. Shattinger, 1882. Plate 206
Soundboard 17, no. 4 (Winter 1991): 50–53

This attractive piece is by William Bateman (1825–1883), who is making
his third appearance in this space. Previous examples of his music can be found
in Soundboard 8, no. 4, and 9, no. 4; for biographical information on Bateman, the
reader is referred to Douglas Back’s article on the classical guitar in St. Louis.1 The
present work is of particular interest because it is one of the surprisingly few pieces
of nineteenth-century guitar Americana to display much of a national character.
Whether or not Shakers’ Dance (note the shift of apostrophe between the title
page and the first page of music) is actually based on a Shaker melody is unclear, and
since the Shakers left behind an extraordinary legacy of some eight to ten thousand
religious songs and dance-tunes, it would probably prove difficult to track down.
The actual name of this religious group was United Society of Believers in Christ’s
Second Appearing, but they were known as “Shaking Quakers,” or “Shakers” because
of the emotionalism of their early meetings, where it is reported they danced with
exaggerated gestures and sang in tongues. The sect was founded by Ann Lee (1736–
1784), better known as “Mother Ann,” who immigrated from England to America
in 1774. They believed Mother Ann to be the female incarnation of Christ, fulfilling
the Gospel prophecy of the Second Coming. Shakers remained unmarried and believed in celibacy, sexual self-restraint, and communal living. They became famous
for their simple, well-made furniture, which is highly prized by collectors today. The
sect reached its peak around 1860, when about four to six thousand Shakers resided
in some twenty Shaker villages from Maine to Indiana. The sect is now extinct, a
victim of the Industrial Revolution and, more than anything else, of its rules regarding celibacy and marriage. For further information on Shaker music, see Edward D.
Andrews’s study.2
Bateman’s piece bears the subtitle “Spirit of New Lebanon,” a reference to the
famous Shaker community of New Lebanon, New York, near the Massachusetts
border. While it is labeled a “dance,” this piece is to be played slowly and as Bateman
indicates, molto sentimento. Care should also be taken to observe the numerous tenuto
marks (“ten.”), as well as the various glissandi.
While I was writing these notes, I received word of the death of Aaron Copland at
the age of ninety. It was Copland’s master stroke to include the Shaker dance-prayer
The Gift to Be Simple in his 1944 ballet Appalachian Spring (he had earlier arranged

1 Douglas Back, “Classical Guitar in St. Louis 1870–1900,” Soundboard 17, no. 2 (1990): 28.
2 Edward D. Andrews, The Gift to Be Simple (New York: Dover Publications, 1962).
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the tune in his first set of Old American Songs). Copland’s use of this song made it
famous and led to an increased awareness of the richness of America’s Shaker legacy.
It is also a high-water mark in the history of American nationalism. Let Bateman’s little
guitar piece from the 1880s serve as a modest tribute to a great American composer.
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V
Weston’s March to Chicago by Edward Mack, arranged by Justin Holland
Cleveland: S. Brainard, 1867
Soundboard 20, no. 3 (Winter 1994): 50–53

Who was Weston? And why was he marching to Chicago? Was he, for instance,
an early advocate of trade unionism making some sort of political statement? I have
been curious about this 1867 S. Brainard print ever since Michael Lorimer provided
me with a copy several years ago. As is often the case, I recently discovered the answer
while looking for something else entirely.
In the course of planning a short trip to Chicago, I was browsing through a book
by Emmett Dedmon called Fabulous Chicago, when I ran across a reference to Edward
Payson Weston, the great “walkist,” who in 1867 (the very date of the Brainard print)
had walked from Portland, Maine, to Chicago—a distance of 1,326 miles—at an
average rate of fifty-two miles a day. According to a contemporary Harper’s Weekly,
“This walk makes Weston’s name a household word, and really gives the impetus to the
pedestrian mania which has become so general.” Chicago held a lavish public reception for Weston on Thanksgiving Day, 1867, in Crosby’s Opera House (the site of the
Republican Convention the next year that nominated General Grant for President).
Perhaps no long-distance walker has attracted more public attention than Edward
Payson Weston (1839–1929), who first came to prominence in 1861 when he walked
from Boston to Washington, DC, in ten days to see Abraham Lincoln inaugurated, and
then continued to walk and talk his way into the consciousness of the public until at
least 1922. Among his other exploits was a walk from New York to San Francisco in
1909—he returned still under his own leg-power the following year via Los Angeles.
An interesting profile of the intrepid Mr. Weston will be found in Gale’s Wonderful
World of Walking.1 Walking must be good for you, since Weston lived to be almost
ninety-one.
The composer of Weston’s March to Chicago can be identified as Edward Mack
(1826–1882), a native of Stuttgart, Germany, who came to the United States at the
age of five. Mack made a specialty of writing commemorative marches, among them
President Lincoln’s Funeral March (1865), The Centennial March (1875), and a Brooklyn
Bridge March (1883) for the official opening of the famous span.
Justin Holland (1819–1887), arranger of Mack’s brief pièce d’occasion, was the
first African-American musician to achieve recognition as a guitarist. His principal publisher was S. Brainard of Cleveland, for whom he made hundreds of guitar
arrangements of this type. He was featured in Soundboard 9, no.1, and is now the

1 Bill Gale, The Wonderful World of Walking (New York: Morrow, 1979).
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subject of multiple articles and studies.2 Jeffrey Noonan singled out Holland’s guitar
method for special praise: “James Ballard’s 1838 tutor has been noted as the best of the
antebellum American methods and Justin Holland’s Comprehensive Method for the
Guitar (1874) deserves the same recognition among late-nineteenth-century tutors.”
While he was a proud African-American, his music doesn’t reflect it. Noonan points
out that Holland’s “adherence to the traditional technique of Europe’s early guitar
masters supported the conservative approach to the guitar to which America’s BMG
community generally subscribed.”3
The six-fret intervals on page 2 (G–D) remind us that nineteenth-century American
guitars were a good deal smaller than their modern counterparts. A sharp should be
added to the C ten measures from the end of page 2.
For this facsimile reproduction we have used a high-resolution scan from the University of Michigan
in the public domain, https://hdl.handle.net/2027/mdp.39015096579605. The facsimile in the
original issue of Soundboard depicted this same edition.

2 W. A. Banks, “Justin Holland, the Guitar’s Black Pioneer” (master’s thesis, American
University, 1987), http://hdl.handle.net/1961/thesesdissertations:4689; Barbara Clemenson,
“Justin Holland: Black Guitarist in the Western Reserve,” Soundboard 21, no. 2 (1994); Jimmy
Everett Moore, “The Significance of Justin Holland’s Modern Method for the Guitar” (DMA
treatise, Florida State University, 2009), https://fsu.digital.flvc.org/islandora/object/
fsu:254043/; Eileen Southern and Josephine Wright, “Holland, Justin,” in The Grove Dictionary
of American Music (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), https://www.oxfordreference.
com/view/10.1093/acref/9780195314281.001.0001/acref-9780195314281-e-3864.
3 Jeffrey J. Noonan, The Guitar in America: Victorian Era to Jazz Age ( Jackson, University Press
of Mississippi, 2008), 13–14; 62.
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About the Author
Peter Danner attended the first meeting of the Guitar Foundation of America
in Santa Barbara (1973), at which time he was representing the Lute Society of
America. He edited that society’s journal between 1975 and 1982 and served as its
president between 1977 and 1982. He was elected to the GFA board of directors in
1975 and served as its chairman between 1977 and 1985, at which point he stepped
down from the chairmanship to take over as chief editor of Soundboard from Jim
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Forrest. He continued as Soundboard editor until 2001, when he resigned the post for
personal reasons. Peter was thus an eyewitness to the Guitar Foundation though its
formative years and contributed as a lecturer, coordinator, and adjudicator at many
of the Foundation’s events.
Peter is a graduate of the University of California, Santa Barbara, and holds a PhD
in music history from Stanford University (1967). He pursued an active performing
career in the early seventies but abandoned this to concentrate on teaching, writing,
and family. For many years he taught at Menlo College in Menlo Park, California,
where he devised an innovative course in music appreciation, meant more to teach
the vocabulary of music than instill a love for Haydn (let alone Schoenberg) string
quartets to an audience not prepared to accept them. Peter is now retired but still
involves himself in his twin loves of music and history. He has too many CDs of
classical music (guitar and otherwise) and sees to it that they’re not neglected. He
involves himself in the local history of the San Francisco Bay Area, which, being
Silicon Valley, has seen changes that would have been unimagined fifty years ago.

About Soundboard Scholar
Soundboard Scholar is the peer-reviewed journal of the Guitar Foundation of
America. Its purpose is to publish guitar research of the highest caliber. Soundboard
Scholar is online and open access. To view all issues of the journal, visit http://www.
soundboardscholar.org.

About the Guitar Foundation of America
The Guitar Foundation of America inspires artistry, builds community,
and promotes the classical guitar internationally through excellence in performance, literature, education, and research. For more information, visit https://
guitarfoundation.org.
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